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Abstract: Thermodynamics of the processes of heating of titanium magnetite concentrate in the presence of
6% Na2CO3, 6% Na2SO4 and 6% NaCl has been studied using the EMF method and X-rays analysis. The
experiments were carried out in the temperature range 973 K - 1273 K. Functional relationships as lnP'o2 = f(T)
and EMF = f(T) for the processes taking place within the concentrate were described for a fixed temperature
range. The X-ray and Mossbauer spectroscopy analysis of the end products of the mixture with 6% Na2CO3

shows Fe3O4(51.31%), FeO (26.86%), Fe2O3 (15.46%) H NaFeO2 (6.38%). The free phases of vanadates can not
be observed probably because they are formed in quantity less than 5%. So they can not be marked on the X-ray
patterns. The X-ray analysis of the end products of the mixtures with Na2SO4 and NaCl presents decreasing of
the magnetite and wustite quantities because of hematite increasing. The oxygen partial pressure data of the
mixture with 6% Na2CO3 show that the galvanic cell registers not only Po2 on the border F e ^ , ^ FeO and also
Po2 (CO2) and Po2 of the new phase (NaFeO2). It was found out that the processes running by heating of the
mixture with Na2SO4 are carried on the border Fe3O4<=>FeO at the temperatures above 1073 K The experimental
lgPo2 results for mixture with 6% NaCl (Table 4) are lower than theoretically calculated for Fe3O4<=>FeO
equilibrium. It is due to the fact that the chlorine is a strong oxidant and contributes to increase of the part of
Fe2O3 quantity.

I. INTRODUCTION
During the past years with the decrease of the rich iron ore reserves or their depleted titanium-
magnetite and magnetite concentrates have been and are orfe of the important metallurgical materials.
This is due to the ore polymetal character, their considerable distribution and large deposits, the low
sulphur and phosphorus contents, the possibilities for the open mining and no complicated dressing
schemes. Except iron containing materials, magnetite and titanium-magnetite are concentrators of the
valuable elements, such as titanium and vanadium. The valuable properties of these elements and their
compositions as well as their increasing consumption for metallurgy, chemical industry, airplane
construction and space technique etc., demand a complex method for the initial polymetalic materials
processing for maximum recovery and utilization [1]. All technological schemes of the magnetite and
titanium-magnetite ores processing begin with a dressing stage, of the product, which is a magnetite or
a titanium-magnetite concentrate, hi the world practice there are two main technological methods for
the magnetite and titanium-magnetite concentrates processing with purpose of vanadium recovery.
These are hydrometallurgical and pyrometallurgical methods. The hydrometallurgical process begins
with vanadium recovery. Its principle consists in the vanadium connection in water solution of alkali
compositions most often as sodium vanadate.

In this paper an attempt is made to define some thermodynamic characteristics of the heating of the
magnetite concentrate in the presence of different alkali salts using the EMF methods with a solid
electrolyte and X-ray analysis.

In the EMF method an experimental EMF is measured, and from it the partial pressure of O2 at an
electrode (Po2) exp rnay be calculated from

lg (PO2) exp = lg (PO2)ref. - nFE / ( 2.3RT)

It is then assumed that this (Po2) exp is due to an equilibrium reaction at the electrode, of some form
such as

A <=> B + O2
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If aA = aB = 1 the equilibrium constant K = (Po2)exP • Then a quantity (AG)exp may be inferred from

,=2.3RT[lg(Po2)]

It is hoped that the calculated values of (AG)exp may provide some light on the reaction taking place at
an electrode when a titanium-magnetite concentrate is mixed with alkali salts.

II. EXPERIMENTAL
The thermodynamic study of the complex polycompound systems, which contain ferrous oxides and
other oxides (TiO2 and V2O5) using the EMF method is of special interest both for research and
metallurgical practice. Thermodynamics of the system Fe-Na-0 was investigated by different authors
[2-5]. The phase relationship in this system is studied [4] in the temperature ranges 500 °C - 1400 °C
and the oxidation potential of the solid solution at equilibrium with the Na2O - FexO is measured by
means of a galvanic cell. The thermodynamics of Na2Fe204, Na2FeO2 and Na4FeO3 formation and the
function A G ° T = f(T) is also studied.

The investigations of Katsutoshi Ono and Joichiro Moriyama [6] using the EMF method have enabled
the deduction of the Gibbs free energy for ferrotitanites (Fe2Ti04, FeTiO3) in the temperature range
800-1300°C. Sun Kang and Zhang Lei [7] have obtained the temperature dependence of the Gibbs free
energy for Fe2Ti309 and Fe2Ti05 using the EMF method with solid electrolyte.

1. MATERIALS AND APPARATUS

Titanium-magnetite concentrate is obtained by magnetic separation of irregular ore-bearing gabbro
from the Samokov region (Bulgaria). Its chemical composition (in mass %) is as follows. Fetotai -
65.79; (Fe3O4 - 81.83; Fe2O3 -9.09); V2O5 - 0.3 -r 0.4; TiO2 - 1.16; A12O3 - 1.68; SiO2 -2.62; CuO -
1.20; MgO-0.80; CaO-1.20.

X-ray analysis of the initial titanium-magnetite concentrate shows the magnetite phase as a basis, and
a small quantity of hematite. Mossbauer spectroscopy analysis corroborates these data. The single
phases containing titanium and vanadium are not discovered.

The heating thermodynamics of titanium-magnetite concentrate with 6%Na2CO3, 6%Na2SO4 and
6%NaCl mixtures in the temperature range 973K-1273K using the EMF method and X-ray analysis is
studied. The contents of alkali salts are selected so as to be close to some references and to our
investigation with different quantities of Na2CO3.

ZrO2(+CaO) was used as a solid elecrolyte and Ni/NiO (1:1) as a reference electrode. The AG°T(Ni
O) values reported by a number of authors [8-10] are very close to each other. The following equation
has been used for calculating AG°T(NiO) in this paper.

Ni + V4O2=NiO (1)

AG°T( NiO ) - -233651 + 84.893xT , J / mol

The galvanic cell used may be described as follows

Pt I magnetite concentr (Fe3O4,Fe2O3), alkali | | ZrO2(CaO) I I NiO,Ni | Pt

P'o2 P"o2

[lg P"o2 = -24406/T + 8.867, calculated from AG°T(NiO)]
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The basic arrangement of the experimental cell is shown in Fig. 1. The values of EMF and temperature of the
cells were obtained from a recording device whose accuracy is ± 0.2%. Two independent Pt/Pt (10%Rh)
thermocouples were used to control the temperature of the tube furnace and within the cell. The reference
electrode Ni/NiO was mounted within the zirconia tube while the sample was arranged outside. A platinum wire
was placed around the solid electrolyte and it was in contact with the sample. The other Pt wire was in contact
with the reference electrode. The EMF measurements at the accordingly temperature were continued while in the
system come equilibrium. The medium velus of measurements were remarked.

AI2O3 ZrO2(CaO) Quartz

- P t

= Pt-Pt/Rh

Ni/NiO Sample

Fig. 1. Schemate presentation of the galvanic cell

2. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The overall cell reaction can be written as the sum of the reactions occurring at the cathode and anode.
The cathode reaction is

The anode reaction is

NiO + 2e -> Ni + O2

3FeO + Cr = Fe3O4+ 2e"

(2)

(3)

The partial pressure of the oxygen was determined by the equation

E = 2.3 RT/2 F (lgP"o2 - lgP'o2) (4)

lg P/o2 = -10092 E / T - 24406 / T + 8.867 (5)

where E is the measured EMF, [V]; R - gas constant, 8.314 [deg-K^mol"1]; n - number of electrons
taking part in the reaction; F - Faraday is constant, 9.650xl04 [kJ C g.equivalent"1] ; lgP"o2 -
oxygen partial pressure of reference electrode; lgP'02 - oxygen partial pressure of the system studied.

The obtained thermodynamic results in the equilibrium phase research performed by heating
of titanium magnetite concentrate with alkali salts are listed in Tables 1, 2, 3, 4. The functions of
lgPo2 = f(T) and EMF = f (T) are obtained from experimental data.
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Table 1. Thermodynamic data obtained by the heating of titanium-magnetite concentrate alone

E,

[V]

0.432

0.460

0.536

0.548

T

[K]

853

1003

1073

1173

lgP'o2

exp.

-24.85

-20.10

-17.92

-16.65

lgPO2

theoretical

(Fe304o3Fe0+02)

-25.62

-19.80

-17.63

-14.99

A G°x ,exp. [J/mol]

-405334

-379755

-361734

-373465

lgP'o2 = -4.43x 10"5 T2 + 0.12 T -91.39;

EMF = 0.0004 T + 0.0892, [V] (B=0.8733); B - coefficient of correlation

Table 2. Thermodynamic data obtained by the heating of the titanium-magnetite concentrate with
6%Na2CO3

E,[V]

0.800

0.760

0.620

0.440

0.336

T,
[K]

943

1023

1073

1173

1213

lgP'o2

exp.

-25.57

-22.49

-19.71

-15.73

-14.05

Theoretical data for lgPo2 calculated for the pure compounds

Fe3O4<^>FeO

-21.91

-19.15

-17.63

-14.99

-14.05

Fe-Na-0

-23.63

-22.02

-21.14

-19.60

_

CO+1/2O2=CO2

-22.19

-19.74

-18.39

-16.05

-15.21

Fe2O3

-14.75

-12.20

-10.81

-8.37

-7.51

A G°T, exp.

[J/mol]

-461084

-439955

-404382

-352818

-325893

lgP'02 = 0.0422 T - 65.36, (B=0.9989); B - coefficient of correlation

EMF = -0.0019 T + 2.6799 [V], (R=0.9828);

Table 3 . Thermodynamic data obtained by the heating of the titanium-magnetite concentrate with 6%
Na2SO4

E,[V]

0.060

0.072

0.212

0.328

0.448

T,
[K]

913

973

1073

1173

1273

lgP'o2

exp.

-18.42

-16.96

-15.86

-14.75

-13.85

Theoretical data for lgPo2 calculated for the pure compounds

Fe3O4«FeO

-24.73

-20.82

-17.63

-14.99

-12.76

Fe-Na-0

-24.27

-22.99

-21.14

-19.60

-

SO2+1/2O2=SO3

-7.2

-8.78

-11.03

-12.92

-14.51

Fe2O3

-15.82

-13.75

-10.81

-8.37

-6.31

A G°T, exp.
[J/mol]

-321587

-315617

-325737

-330993

-337388

lgPo2 = 0.0104 -27.08 (B=0.9988); B - coefficient of correlation

EMF = 0.0012 T - 1.132, [V] (B=0,9991);
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Table 4 . Thermodynamic data obtained byat the heating of the titanium-magnetite concentrate with
6% NaCl

E,[V]

0.220

0.096

0.092

0.040

T,
[K]

848

943

1033

1173

lgP'o2

exp.

-22.53

-18.04

-15.66

-12.28

Theoretical data for lgPo2 calculated for the pure
compounds

Fe3O4<=>FeO

-25.86

-21.91

-18.83

-14.99

Fe-Na-0

-25.92

-23.63

-21.84

-19.67

Fe2O3<=> Fe3O4

-18.39

-14.75

-11.91

-8.37

A G°T, exp. [J/mol]

-365397

-325378

-309322

-275445

lgPo2 = 0.0307 T - 47.79 (B=0.9849); B - coefficient of correlation

EMF = 2xlO"o6T2 - 0.0046 T + 2.64,[V]

The oxygen partial pressure was measured in the temperature range 853K-1173K. The
obtained experimental data for AG°T and lgP'02 shows that by the heating of titanium magnetite
concentrate the processes are carried on the border Fe3O4<=>FeO . They are close to the theoretically
calculated data [11] at the temperature range 853K-1073K as well as to the results of other authors
[12,13] for the equilibrium Fe3O4<=> FeO + '/2O2. The X-ray patterns of the final products show mostly
magnetite wustite and a small part of hematite.

X-ray analysis as well as Mossbauer spectroscopy of the end products for the mixture with
Na2CO3 show the phases of Fe3O4 (51.31%), FeO (26.86%), Fe2O3 (15.46%) and NaFeO2 (6.38%).
The X-ray patterns of the mixtures with Na2SO4 and NaCl show predominant phases of Fe3O4, FeO,
increased content of Fe2O3 and also a new phase of NaFeO2. The free Na2O phase and vanadates can
not be observed probably because they are formed in a quantity less than 5%. So they can not mark the
X-ray patterns.

The oxygen partial pressure of the mixtures was calculated with EMF measurements at the
temperature range 848K -1273K. The experimental lgP'o2 data for mixture with 6% Na2CO3 (Table 2)
are higher than theoretical calculated only for equilibrium Fe3O4<=>FeO. It is due to the fact that the
cell measures the sum oxygen potential (CO2 oxygen potential obtained by the dissociation of Na2CO3,
oxygen potential of a small part of hematite, oxygen potential of a new phase of NaFeO2). It is used
The reference [3] was used for the thermodynamic data of the lgPo2 calculation of the system Fe-Na-
O. The experimental lgPo2 data for mixture with 6% Na2SO4 (Table 3) are close to the data of
equilibrium Fe3O4<=»FeO above 1073K. Since SO3 oxygen potential is rather high (Table 3) that the
gas mixture of reaction SO2 + l/2O2 =SO3 does not influence on the experimental obtained data for
lgPo2. The experimental lgPo2 results for mixture with 6% NaCl (Table 4) are not close to the
theoretically of the Fe3O4<=>FeO equilibrium. It is due to the fact that the chlorine is a strong oxidant
and contributes to increasing of Fe2O3quantity.

III. CONCLUSION

1. The experimental data of the oxygen partial pressure of the mixtures with 6% Na2CO3, 6%Na2SO4

and 6%NaCl are defined with the galvanic cell. It was found out that by heating of the mixture
with Na2CO3, the processes run mainly on the border Fe 3 0 4 oFe0 . The experimental data of the
oxygen partial pressure are sum of the oxygen partial pressure of equilibrium Fe3O4<=>FeO, of CO2

oxygen partial pressure and oxygen partial pressure of the new phase NaFeO2. It was found out
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that the processes passing by the heating of the mixture with Na2SO4 are developed also on the
border Fe3O4<=>FeO above the temperature 1073 K. The experimental data obtained by heating of
the mixture with NaCl are lower than the calculated for equilibrium Fe3O4«=>FeC). It is due to the
fact that the separated chlorine is a strong oxidant and the part of hematite increases in comparison
to the other mixtures.

2. The X-ray analysis as well as Mossbauer spectroscopy of the Na2CO3 mixtures end products
show the phase of Fe3O4 (51.31%), FeO (26.86%), Fe2O3 (15.46%) and NaFeO2 (6.38%). The X-
ray pattern of the Na2SC>4 and NaCl mixtures show mainly the phases of Fe3O4, Fe2O3 and small
parts of FeO and NaFeO2. The single phases of vanadates are not identified.

3. The functions lgPc^ = f(T) and EMF=f(T) describe well enough the processes of heating of
magnetite concentrate in presence of 6 % Na2CO3, 6 % Na2S04and 6 % NaCl. They are obtained
for different temperature ranges.

4. It was found out that that EMF method is suitable for the thermodynamic study of the mixtures
with sodium carbonate. The method is not very suitable for the mixtures with Na2SO4 and NaCl
because of the high oxygen partial pressure of the gases separated during the heating process.
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